
GODZILLA/GOJIRA 
Type: Mutated Lizard, result of nuclear testing 
Physique: 4D 
Lifting 40D, Climbing/Jumping 5D, Running 6D 
Reflex: 4D 
Dodge 10D, Unarmed Combat 8D, Unarmed Combat: Flame Breath 7D 
Canny: 2D 
Hide/Sneak 8D 
Will: 1D 
Intimidation 9D 
Special Abilities: 
Asexual Reproduction: Godzilla is asexual and needs no mate to reproduce. It, and all of 
its offspring, are born pregnant. 
Bite: Physique, Carrier Scale 
Claws: PHY+2D, Carrier Scale 
Radioactive Flame Breath: Range 100m, 10D/6D/3D, Blast Radius: 10/20/30, Carrier 
Scale 
Stomp: PHY+4D, Carrier Scale 
Swimming: Can swim at speeds of up to 40 knots underwater, can stay submerged for 12 
hours at a time 
Tough Skin – PHY+1D for defense. 
Tunneling: Can tunnel at a rate of 100 meters/minute through dirt/soil, rate is slowed for 
harder materials (i.e. cement) 
Story Hooks: 
Maternal: The parent creature will always hunt for a suitable, secluded spot to lay their 
eggs. And will return periodically to protect the eggs and hatchlings from potential 
danger. 
Predatory: The creatures are carnivorous predators, but will scrounge food or eat carrion 
if available in great enough quantities. 
Life Points: 36 
Survival Points: 10-30 
Move: 255; 500mph/ 800kph 
Size: 100+m tall 
Scale: Carrier 
 An apparent result of massive doses of radiation on native iguanas that occurred 
during French nuclear weapons detonations. Upon reaching maturity, the creature hunts 
the largest prey available for food – i.e. fishing trawlers, submarines, schools of fish – 
and then searches out a suitable nesting site where it lays as many as a hundred 
automobile sized eggs.  
 The young emerge from the egg ready and equipped to hunt. Young have stats 
similar to the parent but in Car scale, and without increased Running and Climbing skills, 
and without the ability to generate radioactive flame.  
 Because of their immense size human scale cities can make ideal nesting sites for 
the creatures. Until the creature perceives humans as a threat it will largely ignore them. 
But, with hostile action the creature may become more territorial and make displays even 
at individual humans to warn them off. 



 

 
  


